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Abstra t

In any well-written mathemati al dis ourse a ertain amount of mathemati al and
meta-mathemati al knowledge is presupposed and implied. We give an a ount on presuppositions and impli atures in mathemati al dis ourse and des ribe an ar hite ture that
allows to e e tively interpret them. Our approa h heavily relies on proof methods that
apture ommon patterns of argumentation in mathemati al dis ourse. This pragmati
information provides a high-level strategi dis ourse understanding and allows to ompute
the presupposed and implied information.
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Introdu tion

Mathemati al dis ourse is an ex iting text-genre. It omes with a pre ise language, mu h
stru ture and a well-organised domain of dis ourse. The goal of mathemati al dis ourse,
or informal proof, is to establish truth and over the enturies well-developed patterns
evolved that de ne the uses of argument in mathemati s. Although the mathemati al
language is widely spoken, it never got mu h attention from the linguist ommunity.
But mathemati al dis ourse o ers an ideal testbed to test existing and to develop new
linguisti theories!
In any well-written mathemati al dis ourse, at any point of the argument, a ertain
amount of mathemati al and meta-mathemati al knowledge is presupposed and implied.
The proof author, for ease of argument, takes mu h for granted. The proof reader is not
only assumed to verify what is asserted expli itly (and its veri ation implies some higher
degree of understanding), in order to do so, he must identify its presupposed and implied
ontent. The ommuni ation of mathemati al insight an be highly e e tive if author
and reader know ea h other and work within the same sub eld of mathemati s.1 Proofs
that o ur in elementary textbooks have to appeal to a wide audien e of potential readers
most of whi h are not experts in the subje t being introdu ed. Here, the ommon ground
1

As the mathemati ian and Fields Medal re ipient Thurston says in [Thu94℄:
\Within a sub eld, people develop a body of ommon knowledge and known te hniques. By
informal onta t, people learn to understand and opy ea h other's way of thinking, so that ideas
an be explained learly and easily. Mathemati al knowledge an be transmitted amazingly fast
within a sub eld. When a signi ant theorem is proved, it often (but not always) happens that the
solution an be ommuni ated in a matter of minutes from one person to another within a sub eld.
The same proof would be ommuni ated and generally understood in an hour talk to members of
the sub eld. It would be subje t of a 15- or 20-page paper, whi h ould be read and understood in
a few hours or perhaps days by members of the sub eld."
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between author and reader will be mu h smaller. In both target groups (spe ialised audien e of experts or anonymous students), however, to understand the proof, a number
of proof readers will struggle for hours or even days to untangle the details of a mathemati al argument they onsider omplex or perhaps unintuitive. They nd it diÆ ult to
keep tra k of the proof obligations, to identify the riti al parts of the argument, or to
re onstru t details that were not given expli itly.

Gri ean Prin iples in Mathemati al Dis ourse. The proof author will and
must apply the Gri ean onversational prin iples making his argument \su h as is required, at the stage at whi h it o urs, by the a epted purpose or dire tion of the talk
ex hange in whi h you are engaged" [Gri68℄. Now, how do the Gri ean maxims of quantity,
quality, relation and manner instantiate for mathemati al dis ourse?
Quality. Of ourse, a de ning ornerstone of mathemati s is to respe t the Gri ean
maxims of quality. Mathemati ians do not assert the truth of some statement if they
la k adequate eviden e for it. In the very ontrast to non-s ienti domains of dis ourse,
the truth of ea h assertion must be either established by proof, postulated by de laring
it as axiom or onditionally assumed for the sake of argument. Proof is established by
presenting a highly ordered and stru tured argument. Moreover, the uses of arguments
in mathemati al dis ourse is onventionalised by proof methods imposing su h stru ture.
Manner. To omply with being perspi uous, mathemati ians de ned and still dene their own spe ial purpose language. Over the enturies spe ial synta ti onstru tions and notations evolved that fa ilitate on ise and pre ise expression of mathemati al
statements. Ea h new on ept or notation should be expli itly de ned before its rst use.
Equally, any departure from existing de nitions and notations should be made expli it.
In mathemati al dis ourse, due to its language, obs urity and ambiguity of expression an
easily be avoided.2
Another aspe t of the maxim of manner is the already mentioned onventionalised
uses of arguments in mathemati al dis ourse whi h relates to the Gri ean imperative \be
orderly!". In order to present a proof of a statement of the form A ^ B one rst presents
a proof for A, and then presents a proof for B . When one presents a proof per indu tion,
one often starts by presenting the base ases, and then with presenting (the often more
interesting and omplex) step ase.
Quantity and Relation. While the Gri ean ategories quality and manner seem to
be easy de nable for mathemati al dis ourse, the maxims quantity (\make your ontribution as informative as is required, but do not be over-informative!") and relation (\be
relevant!") are not. For mathemati al dis ourse, one might be in lined to distinguish
relevan y and informativeness in the following way. Be relevant means: use only axioms
and theorems and make only assumptions that are needed for the argument; being informative means: tell the proof reader only about the \interesting" axioms, theorems and
assumptions used in the argument. Relevan y an be omputed in an obje tive manner
| any axiom, theorem or assumption used to logi ally derive the truth of some statement is relevant | informativeness depends on the proof reader and must be omputed
in fun tion of his knowledge and interests.
In [Lam93℄, Lamport gives the following example illustrating how the use of new synta ti onstru tions
allowed for more brief and pre ise statements. The senten e
2

There do not exist four positive integers, the last being greater than two, su h that the sum of
the rst two, ea h raised to the power of the fourth, equals the third raised to the same power.

re e ts the style of seventeenth entury mathemati ians. The senten e
There do not exist positive integers x; y; z , and n, with n > 2, su h that xn + y n = z n .
is the modern version. Variables are given names, and formulas are written in a more stru tured fashion.
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Clearly, to respe t all of the Gri ean prin iples at on e is hard | how to be relevant
and not over-informative? The proof author thus fa es the diÆ ult task to balan e the
perspi uity of the argument (make it learly or easily understood, evident, transparent)
with its lengthiness. Providing a opieuseness of detail an quite easily result in tedious
and tiresome reading yielding to the \do not see the forest be ause of all these trees"
phenomena. | Obviously, mathemati al dis ourse must not violate the maxim of quantity. A well presented mathemati al dis ourse permits the reader to study the argument
at various levels of detail.3
In general, however, giving one typi al informal textbook proof to N proof readers
might result into N or more di erent interpretations of it. Some readers might have
problems in understanding a mathemati al dis ourse, be ause (i) the presented argument
is not as informative as it should be (the argument ontains a gap that the reader annot
ll in); (ii) the presented argument does not ontain relevant information (the argument
ontains a gap the author should have provided); (iii) the presented argument ontains
mathemati ally and logi ally in orre t on lusions; (iv) the reader is not familiar with the
notations and on epts being used in the argument; (v) the reader is not familiar with
the proof methods being employed or fails to re ognise them.
The easiness to reate ambiguous statements (even in the spe ial purpose language of
mathemati s), and to leave mu h of a mathemati al argument unsaid lead Frege to his
Begri ss hrift [Fre67℄ and Hilbert to his logis hen Grundlagen der Mathematik [Hil22℄:
mathemati s has to be expressed in a well-de ned formal language using a well-de ned
set of formal reasoning s hemes. In formal mathemati al dis ourse, there is, by de nition,
no room for ambiguity. But formal mathemati al dis ourse violates the Gri ean maxim
of quantity. It is tediously long, tiresome to read, and it is hard to extra t its interesting
parts. It also violates the Gri ean maxim of manner: its notation is obs ure and does not
mat h the expressiveness of its informal ounterpart4; its reasoning patterns do not mat h
the kind of reasoning mathemati ians perform when presenting informal proofs. These
are reasons for the fa t that omputer-assisted proving has not been widely adopted in
the standard mathemati ian's working environment.

Goal. The underlying idea of this resear h work is to ta kle the problem of text under-

standing for the text genre of mathemati al dis ourse. Taken its spe i hara teristi s,
an we built a system that understands mathemati al dis ourse?
Our de nition of \understanding mathemati al dis ourse" is to be able to extra t and
determine its asserted, presupposed and implied ontent. The text understanding system
must therefore be able to translate an informal mathemati al dis ourse into a formal
mathemati al dis ourse, the latter representing the meaning of the former.

Overview. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2 we give an

example proof and use it to highlight and on retise the points we have just made. In
se tion 3 we des ribe the ar hite ture of our system that is designed to understand informal
mathemati al dis ourse. This in ludes a dis ussion of its semanti s/pragmati s interfa e,
the use of proof methods and so- alled proof representation stru tures. Text understanding
requires mu h reasoning, and this is parti ularly true for the hosen text genre. Se tion 3
on ludes by illustrating the amount of inferen e that has to be invested to a hieve text
omprehension in mathemati s. Se tion 4 relates our approa h to the work of others.
Se tion 5 on ludes.
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Vide our brief dis ussion of Lamport-style proof presentation in Se tion 4.

Generally, this is the ase | but mu h ould be done to make formal languages more expressive and less
obs ure without ompromising their qualities.
4
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Examples

Before analysing mathemati al dis ourse for its impli it ontent, have a look at the following example (taken from [AL98℄, adapted from [vdS92℄):
(1) a. If baldness is hereditary, then Ja k's son is bald.
b. If Ja k has a son, then Ja k's son is bald.
The presupposition that Ja k has a son (triggered by Ja k's son) is entailed by (1a),
but not by (1b). That Ja k is bald is learly an impli ature of (1a) and, to a lesser
extent, ould also been inferred from (1b). In (1b), the fa t that Ja k's son is bald ould
have several reasons, for example, he might prefer this hair style, or he might undergo
a hemi al therapy to treat his an er disease, or he might be naturally bald. Uttering
Ja k's son is bald as in (1b) strongly suggests that Ja k's son is bald be ause he is the
son of Ja k. And this opens the possibility to asso iate baldness with either heredity (as
in (1a)) or the weird hara ter of Ja k (being a fan of this hair style) and his parental
in uen e on his son.
If we interpret senten e (1a) in a ontext that ontains the fa t Ja k has three hildren,
we intuitively on lude that Ja k has two daughters and a son. Uttering (1b) in the same
ontext does not yield the same on lusion. Here, we might on lude that whoever utters
(1b) does not know if Ja k has a son (or two sons or three sons) or not. Note that
uttering Yes, but to whi h extent has Ja k's baldness a e ted his areer or his personal
life? presupposes that Ja k is bald. Uttering this senten e in the ontext being established
by (1a) Ja k's baldness does not assert new information. Uttering it after (1b), however,
makes it more likely that Ja k's baldness is responsible for the baldness of his son. This
example illustrates the strong intera tion between asserted ontent, presuppositions and
impli atures. Depending on the ontext, Ja k's son an both give rise to presuppositions
and impli atures.
The next dis ourse is taken from a standard textbook on elementary number theory
[LeV65℄; (2a) is the theorem to be proven, (2b-2f) its proof.
(2) a. Every integer a > 1 an be represented as a produ t of one or more primes.
b. The theorem is true for a = 2.
. Assume it to be true for 2; 3; 4; : : : ; a 1.
d. If a is prime, we are through.
e. Otherwise a has a divisor di erent from 1 and a, and we have a = b , with
1 < b < a, 1< < a.
Q
Q
f. The indu tion hypothesis then implies that b = si=1 pi ; = ti=1 pi , with
pi ; pi primes and hen e a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt .
Obvious presupposition triggers are otherwise (presupposing that a di erent ase has
been already been treated) and the indu tion hypothesis (presupposing that there is su h
an assumption). To handle this kind of presupposition a high-level proof understanding
is required. For the given example, we have to re ognise that the argument is a proof
per Ntherian indu tion (aka ourse of values indu tion) where (2 ) is the indu tion
hypothesis; and that a is a produ t of primes is the remaining proof obligation. Within
the step ase (2d-2f) a proof per ases is performed.
Cue phrases like then implies, and we have, and and hen e all presuppose a logi al
relation between the lause they initiate and prior dis ourse. In a sense, the lue word
therefore in lauses like therefore A anaphori ally refers to a set of premises su h that
A is a logi al onsequen e of it. However, will rarely ompletely onsist of material that
has been made linguisti ally expli it by the proof author. To establish logi al onsequen e,
the missing elements of must be onstru ted by the proof reader.
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The dis ourse also ontains a number of more or less obvious impli atures. The we
are through in (2d) marks the end of the rst ase: a is prime, therefore a is a produ t of
primes, and this ful ls the remaining proof obligation in this ase.
Senten e (2e) initiates the se ond ase. The Otherwise : : : in (2e) is ellipti and has to
be re onstru ted as If a is not prime, then : : : . The re onstru tion a is not prime implies
that a has a divisor di erent from 1 and a, a fa t that the proof author expli itly asserts.
The se ond part of (2e), a = b with 1 < b < a, 1< < a, is implied by a having divisors
between 1 and a.
In (2f), the proof author laims that the indu tion hypothesis implies that both b and
an be represented as a produ t of primes. It must be inferred from the proof reader
that representing a in terms of b and ful ls the remaining proof obligation, namely that
in a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt , a has a tually been represented as a produ t of one or more
primes.5
This short analysis already suggests that, in order to make sense of the asserted ontent, reasoning is ne essary to infer the presupposed and the implied ontent. A text
understander must be able to identify how a given senten e relates to a given proof ontext, and to determine this relation it will be ne essary to add ontent that the proof
author did not supply. In the next se tion we des ribe a framework for me hani ally
omputing this information.
0
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gets as input an informal proof. For ea h senten e of this proof, the parser performs a
linguisti analysis whi h results into a set of intermediate semanti representations. These
representations are under-spe i ed (extended dis ourse representation) stru tures. That
is, they ontain referential expressions that have to be resolved into subsequent pro essing
5

Note that onsiderable e ort must be invested to interpret the notation being used in this senten e.
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| and most of the expressions that o ur in this intermediate semanti representation
are of anaphori hara ter.
For ea h senten e representation, the planner module tries to in orporate it into a
proof representation stru ture apturing the urrent proof ontext. In general, the planner
might be able to in orporate more than one intermediate representation into the urrent
proof ontext. Also, for one given intermediate semanti s representation, sin e there may
be more than one possible atta hment site, more than one possible proof ontinuation
may arise. In both ases, the planner module maintains a set of proof ontinuations ea h
of whi h is represented by a PRS, some of whi h may be ruled out if they do not allow to
be ontinued in subsequent pro essing.
The proof planner is supported by a library of proof methods. If the planner dete ts
a new proof obligation, it an sear h the library for appli able proof methods to handle
it. Doing so, the planner an predi t potential future proof ontinuations. Also, the proof
planner needs a ess to a library of domain knowledge.
If the textbook proof has been pro essed in this manner, the PRS will ontain a
omplete proof plan. A proof re nement module will take this proof plan as input, expand
all proof methods that o ur in this proof plan to inferen e-level steps, su h that a formal
proof will result. A set of formal proofs is returned. We view ea h of these formal proofs
as one possible semanti s of the given informal textbook proof.
In the remainder of this se tion I des ribe vip's semanti s/pragmati s interfa e. We
start with a des ription of proof representation stru tures. Then I sket h how the proof
planner ombines semanti ally under-spe i ed representations from the syntax/semanti s
interfa e with pragmati knowledge (mathemati al and meta-mathemati al knowledge)
to in rementally onstru ts a representation of mathemati al dis ourse.
3.1

Linguisti

Analysis | Parser

The parser module of vip gets a tokenized senten e6 and returns its underspe i ed semanti representation. These intermediate stru tures are extended dis ourse representation
stru tures be ause they provide multiple kinds of dis ourse entities. The introdu tion of
di erent types of dis ourse referents has been ne essary to properly distinguish between
onstants, variables (quanti ed and free variables), terms, and assertions.
The lexi al entries for onstants (say 3), variables (say a), and terms (say f ) are:
R

C:3

+ R(3)

R

Q:a

+ R(a)

x1 : : : xn R

i : x(x = f (x1 ; : : : xn ))

+ R(i).

For variables, Q is either 8, 9, F (ree), or U (nknown); if the name of the variable is
unknown, then this is indi ated by U (nknown).
Extended dis ourse representation stru tures an be under-spe i ed for two reasons:
(i) the senten e ontains variables with unknown quanti ations; (ii) the senten e ontains
inter-sentential anaphori expressions. In both ases, to fully determine the semanti
ontent, prior dis ourse and pragmati knowledge has to be taken into a ount.
Quanti ation of Variables. Mathemati ally, the o urren e of a in (2a) is universally quanti ed while all o urren es of a in (2 -2f) are free. Linguisti ally, the quanti ation of a in (2a) has been made expli it by using the quanti er every. Note that the
if-then onstru tion in (2d) does neither expli itly nor impli itly quantify a.7
For example, the parser returns the fully-spe i ed DRS for (2a): [[8 : a; C : 1ja >
1℄ ! [|jprod primes(a)℄℄. For a slightly di erent formulation of (2a), If a > 1, then a
The LATEX input has been tokenized by hand. Senten e boundaries have been marked.
This is a di eren e to standard DRT [KR93℄ where dis ourse entities introdu ed in the premise of a
onditional get a universal reading.
6
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an be represented as a produ t of one or more primes., we obtain [[U : a; C : 1ja > 1℄ !
[|jprod primes(a)℄℄. The status of a has to be determined from the ontext.
Anaphori referen es. For senten e: (2b), the parser returns the underspe i ed
DRS: [[U : a; C : 2; A : j theorem( ); = ?; true for( ; a; 2)℄℄. The dis ourse referent
is of type assertion and must satisfy the onditions theorem( ) and true for( ; a; 2).
Its ante edent has to be identi ed by the proof planner.
3.2

Proof Representation Stru tures

Proof representation stru tures (PRSs) play a entral role in our framework.8 An example
PRS for LeVeque's proof (dis ourse (2a-2f)) is given in Fig. 2 (please ignore the stars for the
moment). PRSs ontain dis ourse referents, dis ourse onditions and dis ourse markers.
let

a 2 N be universally quanti ed
a > 1 ! prod primes(a)

1
1
2
2
2

theorem

Proof per Ntherian indu tion
let
let
1.

a 2 N be arbitrary
k 2 N be universally quanti ed

indu tion hypothesis

k < a ! (k > 1 ! prod primes(k))
a > 1 ! prod primes(a)

assume
prove
2.

2
2
2

Proof per ases
2.1.

rst ase

prime(a)
prod primes(a) by ? (QED)

2.1.1. assume
2.1.2.
2.2.

se ond ase
:prime(a)
X be ?
2.2.2. divisor (X; a) by ?
2.2.3. X 6= 1 by ?
2.2.4. X 6= a by ?
let b; be ?
2.2.5. a = b by ?
2.2.6. 1 < b < a by ?
2.2.7. 1 <
< a by ?
let p1 ; p2 : : : ; p1 ; p2 : : : be ? and prime
let s; t; i be ?
Qs pi by ?
2.2.8. b =
Qi=1
2.2.9.
= ti=1 pi by ?
2.2.10. a = p1 p2 : : : pi p1 : : : pt by ? (QED)

2.2.1. assume

let
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Figure 2: A proof representation stru ture
Dis ourse referents are introdu ed by a let onstru t. Conditions are numbered and an
be either assumptions or on lusions, the former are pre xed by assume. Ea h on lusion
an be a ompanied by a justi ation list whi h is a list of numbers, ea h of whi h refers to
Albeit the missing box-like appearan e, PRSs are an extension of Kamp's dis ourse representation stru tures [KR93℄. PRSs are also similar in many respe ts to Lamport-style proof presentations [Lam93℄.
8
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the ondition it pre xes. Instead of boxes, in PRS, a essibility is imposed by a numbering
s heme. For example, take the ondition labelled 2.2.6. It ontains the terms b and a.
Their quanti ation is determined by the losest a essible let onstru ts that introdu e
these names. Note that the free variable a shadows the universally bound variable a.
For justifying 2.2.6 the onditions 2.2.1-2.2.5 and 1. are a essible, the onditions 2.1.1
and 2.1.2 are not a essible. Dis ourse markers are used to provide non-number referents
to either assumptions (e.g., the indu tion hypothesis) or sub-stru tures (e.g., the se ond
ase).
Note that the PRS of Fig. 2 is still semanti ally underspe i ed. Variables marked with
`?' have s ope, but no de ision has yet been made about their quanti ation. Also, no
on lusion is justi ed.
3.3

The Semanti s/Pragmati s Interfa e | Proof Planner

The proof planner module gets an underspe i ed semanti representation of an informal
proof senten e and tries to in orporate it into the PRS. The proof planner onsults two
libraries: a library of mathemati al knowledge and a library of meta-mathemati al knowledge. The theory library ontains domain knowledge, basi ally, a set of de nitions and
theorems. Our experien e showed that it is useful to have multiple de nitions for the
same on ept. The proof plan library ontains a olle tion of proof plans/methods (more
pre isely: proof plan s hemas).9 Proof methods en ode general onversational prin iples
in mathemati al argumentation; | and learly, annot be en oded at the level of lexi al
entries.
Quite often, the form of the theorem presupposes more than one appli able proof plan.
Fig. 3 depi ts one of the appli able proof plans for theorems of the form 8n 2 N : P (n).
It introdu es two variables (a free and a bound one), an assumption, a dis ourse marker,
let

n 2 N be universally quanti ed
P (n)

prove

Proof per Ntherian indu tion
let
let

n 2 N be arbitrary
k 2 N be universally quanti ed

indu tion hypothesis

k < n ! P (k)
P (n)

assume
prove

Figure 3: Plan for Ntherian indu tion
and a remaining proof obligation.
For illustrating the PRS onstru tion algorithm, assume an empty PRS, and that
the parser returns the following intermediate representation for (2a): [[8 : a; C : 1ja >
1℄ ! [|jprod primes(a)℄℄. Sin e the PRS is empty, the planner assumes it is reading the
semanti representation for a theorem (that is, it labels the assertion with the dis ourse
marker theorem), and adds the enri hed semanti representation into the PRS. Now, we
have a PRS that onsists of the top two-lines of the PRS as depi ted in Fig. 2. Instead
of interpreting the underspe i ed representation of LeVeque's rst proof senten e, the
proof planner tries to gure out future proof ontinuations. Consulting the proof plan
library, appli able proof plans are identi ed, amongst them the proof plan shown in Fig. 3.
Instantiating this proof plan for the theorem at hand results in the lines marked `2 ' of
However, we annot hope that any proof plan library is omplete. There is a potentially in nite number
of di erent indu tion s hemes, and reative mathemati ians often ombine existing methods in a novel way.
Learning new plans from the ontent of dis ourse is a diÆ ult task | also for the human reader!
9
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the PRS in Fig. 2. These starred lines de ne a number of expe tations, and therefore
allow us to view remaining informal statements as anaphori entities that refer to their
pla e in the PRS.
Unfortunately, the underspe i ed semanti representation of (2b) annot be mat hed
to the proof plan.10 For a = 2, we have that 8k < a[k > 1 ! produ t primes(k)℄ is
trivially true sin e there is no k su h that k < a and k > 1. Therefore, the ase a = 2 is
treated separately.
(2 ) an be mat hed to one of our expe tations if we give to the ellipti onstru t
2; 3; 4; : : : ; a 1 a universal reading: 8n 2 N : n < a. Note that the a that o urs in this
expression refers to the free PRS variable a, and not to the universally quanti ed PRS
variable a that was introdu ed by pro essing the theorem.
(2d) ontains the dis ourse marker if indi ating an assumption. Sin e we annot mat h
this assumption with the PRS expe tations, the proof planner onsults the plan library.
Unexpe ted assumptions are often of the form A _:A (here, A is a is prime), and a proof
per ases is likely to take pla e. The proof planner instantiates a proof per ases plan
s hema (numbered 2.) with its two sub- ases 2.1 and 2.2 to the PRS.11 The so updated
PRS allows the proof planner to resolve if a is prime. The ue phrase onstituent we are
through marks the end of this rst ase leaving the proof planner with the obligation to
resolve the logi al relation between prod primes (2.1.2) and all statements of the proof
ontext that are a essible from 2.1.2. Note that, due to a wrong proof ontinuation, or
to a wrong atta hment site sele tion, we might not be able to identify this logi al relation.
The o urren e of otherwise in (2e) seems to on rm a proof per ases. The remainder of
dis ourse (2e-2f) has to t into the se ond ase yielding to 2.2.2 to 2.2.10.
Given the PRS in Fig. 2, the proof planner an easily resolve the de nite NP in (2f)
to the assumption at line 1., labelled with the dis ourse marker indu tion hypothesis.
3.4

Inferen e in Mathemati al Dis ourse - a Closer Look

While the last se tion demonstrates the basi idea of PRS onstru tion, it does not show
all the diÆ ulties that are involved in this task. Note also that most of the information
that is ontained in the PRS depi ted in Fig. 2 is expli itly present in dis ourse (2a-2f).
However, the PRS is still semanti ally underspe i ed: most of the variables do not have
quanti ations yet and all on lusions are still unjusti ed. Also it is un lear if the PRS in
Fig. 2 truly aptures the stru ture of dis ourse (2a-2f). The proof planner has to validate
the proposed PRS and to ompute the ne essary information to ll in the semanti gaps.
In the remainder of this se tion, we un over the extent of dedu tion ne essary to do so.
For the following analysis, we were supported by -Clam, a higher-order logi version
of the Oyster/Clam proof planner [BvHHS90, LD97℄. As we will see, this deeper
analysis reveals a number of steps that have no equivalent in the textbook proof.12 Also,
the following de nitions must have been used:
8n 2 N

: (prime(n)
8a 2 N : 8b 2 N : (ajb
8n 2 N

: prod primes(n)

()

()
()

n > 1 ^ 8d 2 N : djn ! d = 1 _ d = n)
9 2 N : b = a ^ a  b ^  b)

prime(n) _ 9p1 2 N : 9p2 2 N : n = p1 p2 ^ p1 < n ^ p2 < n ^
prod primes(p1 ) ^ prod primes(p2 )

Now, let us start. All boldfa ed numbers refer to the PRS of Fig. 2.

However, the planner an resolve the referential expression the theorem (the onditions
=: ? and
theorem( )), and thus an interpret true for( ; a; 2) as prod primes(2).
11
This, of ourse, in only one interpretation among others. Other proof ontinuations are possible.
12
For the sake of argument, our des ription has been a little simpli ed. A omplete formal -Clam{proof
is available upon request from the author.
10
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Step 1. The remaining proof obligation, or goal, is of the form A ! B . To prove statements of this form, the impli ation method an be applied: one assumes A and then uses
A to show B :

prove

A!B

impli ation method

A
B

assume
prove

This inferen e is not expli itly part of the textbook proof. It must be derived to fa ilitate
subsequent dis ourse pro essing.
Step 2.1.2. To justify prod primes(a) involves a ouple of inferen e steps. De nitional
rewriting on produ t primes by the de nition supplied above, redu es 2.1.2 to

prime(a) _ 9p1 2 N : 9p2 2 N : a = p1 p2 ^ p1 < a ^ p2 < a ^ produ t primes(p1 )
^ produ t primes(p2 ):
Having now a disjun tion in the goal, a proof per elimination an be performed. There
are two possible proof plan s hemes:
prove

A ! B1 _ B2

prove

Proof per elimination-I

A ! B1 _ B2

Proof per elimination-II

A
assume A
:B 1
assume :B 2
prove B 2
prove B 1
Applying proof per elimination-II, we obtain a new hypothesis (in addition to the indu tion
assume
assume

hypothesis, a > 1 and 2.1.1):
:(9p1 2 N : 9p2 2 N

: a = p1 p2 ^ p1 < a ^ p2 < a ^ produ t primes(p1 ) ^ produ t primes(p2 ))

and a new goal: prime(n). Sin e the goal is ontained in the hypotheses, we are through.
ation of X turns
Step 2.2.2{2.2.4. Deriving 2.2.2{2.2.4 and determining the quanti
out the involve nearly a dozen of inferen es. First, we have to perform a sequen e of
forward reasoning steps from the assumption 2.2.1. This involves de nitional rewriting
of prime followed by onse utive steps that rewrite logi al signs:
:prime(a) () :(a > 1 ^ 8d 2 N : dja ! d = 1 _ d = a)
DeMorgan-1
() :(a > 1) _ :8d 2 N : dja ! d = 1 _ d = a
rewrite-8
() :(a > 1) _ ::9d 2 N : :(dja ! d = 1 _ d = a) law of double negation
() :(a > 1) _ 9d 2 N : :(dja ! d = 1 _ d = a) rewrite-!
() :(a > 1) _ 9d 2 N : :(:dja _ (d = 1 _ d = a)) DeMorgan-2
() :(a > 1) _ 9d 2 N : (::dja ^ :(d = 1 _ d = a)) law of double negation
() :(a > 1) _ 9d 2 N : (dja ^ :(d = 1 _ d = a)) DeMorgan-2
() :(a > 1) _ 9d 2 N : dja ^ :(d = 1) ^ :(d = a) ( j  \divisor of")
Se ond, using the assumption a > 1 (whi h we derived in step 1.), a form of Modus
Ponens an be applied (transforming ; A; :A _ B ` Goal to ; A; B ` Goal). Forward
reasoning from the hypotheses thus yields
00 00

9d 2 N : dja ^ :(d = 1) ^ :(d = a):
Now, we an determine the quanti ation of X in Fig. 2: it is existentially quanti ed.
The above reasoning also justi es at on e ea h of 2.2.2{2.2.4.
2.2.5{2.2.7. To provide justi
ations for the steps 2.2.5{2.2.7, we still reason forward
from the hypotheses. Performing de nitional expansion of j, we obtain

9d 2 N : (9 2 N : a = d ^ d  a ^  a) ^ :(d = 1) ^ :(d = a):
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This allows us to determine the quanti ation of both b and in Fig. 2: both are
existentially quanti ed. Also, the anonymous variables X , introdu ed in the proof text
by a divisor, turns out to be named either b or .
If the library of domain knowledge ontains the following lemmata,

8a 2 N : 8b 2 N : a  b ^ :(a = b) ! a < b
8a 2 N : 8b 2 N : 8 2 N : a = b ^ :(b = 1) ! < a
and 2.2.7 an easily be proven.
su h that both
2.2.8{2.2.10. We have now established that there exist numbers b and
b < a and < a. For applying the indu tion hypotheses, some preparatory work is required. First, we apply the spe ialisation method to get rid of their existential quanti ers.

2.2.6

; 9x : A(x)

prove

!B

Spe ialisation method
assume
prove

B

; A(y )

Having now some parti ular obje ts b and with b < a and < a, and using the indu tion
hypothesis we an apply the following proof method

8x : p(x) ! q(x); p(a)
q(a)

yielding b > 1 ! produ t primes(b) and > 1 ! produ t primes( ).
In order to derive produ t primes(b) and produ t primes( ), we need to show that
b > 1 and > 1. Assuming the following domain knowledge

8a 2 N : 8b 2 N : 8 2 N : a = b ^ :(a = b) ! > 1
and applying Modus Ponens this an easily been shown. Thus, we su essfully justi ed
2.2.8 and 2.2.9. The last step of the proof, 2.2.10 is derivable using 2.2.5, 2.2.8 and
2.2.9.

Con lusion. When ommuni ating proofs, mathemati ians omit a bulk of reasoning
steps restri ting themselves to the \essential". Following the reasoning line of the proof
author requires the proof reader to identify the main proof idea determining the stru ture
of the proof. In this parti ular ase, re ognising that the proof uses ourse of values
indu tion where the indu tion step in ludes a proof per ases enables us to ll in the
presupposed and implied information. As we showed, mu h inferen e is ne essary in
order to ompute this impli it information.

4

Related Work

Dedu tive reasoning must play an important role in dis ourse omprehension. We brie y
relate our approa h to the work of Hobbs et al., van der Sandt, and Asher and Las arides.
Then, we shortly dis uss Lamport's proof presentation style and the te hnique of proof
planning.

Interpretation as Abdu tion. In [HSAM90℄, to interpret a natural language senten e its logi al form has to be derived. The logi al form omes from an assumed syntax/semanti s interfa e, and will, in general, be semanti ally under-spe i ed. Ea h logi al
form of a senten e is interpreted with respe t to a domain knowledge base. To establish
that the logi al form is a logi al onsequen e of the knowledge base, it might be ne essary

11

to add assumptions to the knowledge base. The number of assumptions however should
be minimal and [HSAM90℄ propose a s heme to determine how ostly the derivation of
the logi al form (LF) from a knowledge base is. As a by-produ t of interpretation, the
full ontent of a LF will be determined, and the LF as well as the additional assumptions
that were ne essary to dedu e it are added to the knowledge base.
Hobbs approa h is ertainly an interesting approa h. However, it has been exposed
to a number of well-founded riti ism: (i) its omplexity is omputational intra table;
(ii) its solution of weighted abdu tion, assigning osts to predi ates, is ad ho ; (iii) its
assumption that inferen e is monotoni is too strong13.
While we share these views, our main riti is threefold. First, [HSAM90℄ do not distinguish dis ourse ontext (the ontext that represents prior dis ourse) from ba kground
ontext (the ontext that represents domain knowledge). There is only one knowledge
base of fa ts and rules. Dis ourse update is very simple: After interpreting a senten e its
logi al form is added to the knowledge base (and all assumptions that were ne essary to
derive it). However, the non-separation between dis ourse ontext and domain knowledge
makes it diÆ ult to implement a notion of salien y in dis ourse interpretation.14
Se ond, [HSAM90℄'s knowledge base is a at stru ture of fa ts and rules. It is desirable,
however, that dis ourse interpretation should result into a representation of dis ourse that
preserves its stru ture | this is parti ularly true for mathemati al dis ourse. Having
dis ourse stru ture also massively helps to treat a variety of linguisti phenomena and
allows for a mu h stronger notion of ante edent a essibility.15
Third, in [HSAM90℄'s approa h, there seems to be only one dis ourse relation, logi al
onsequen e. But this does ignore the omplexity of dis ourse and the variety of dis ourse
relations that might hold (ba kground, elaboration, ontrast et .). Determining su h
dis ourse relations should be part of the interpretation. Even in mathemati al dis ourse, it
does not suÆ e to ompute logi al onsequen e only. A high-level dis ourse understanding
is required that allows to derive dis ourse stru ture and dis ourse goals.
Applying [HSAM90℄'s approa h to the domain of mathemati al dis ourse in general
(and to dis ourse (2a-2f)) in parti ular raises the following on eptual problem. For interpreting (2a), [HSAM90℄ would want to show that the logi al form of this senten e an
be logi ally derived from domain knowledge. Finding su h a proof, however, is onsiderably omplex. Assuming a knowledge base that ontains all the ne essary knowledge for
deriving this LF and mu h more, sear hing it will be too ostly. If the knowledge base
does not ontain all the ne essary information (it ould still be large), then it is doubtful
if abdu tive inferen e would assume statements that are mathemati ally satisfying. In
any ase, the fa t that the dis ourse (2b-2f) ontains indeed a proof for (2a) is ompletely
ignored.

Interpretation within the DRT Framework. In [vdS92℄, an approa h for han-

dling impli it information within Dis ourse Representation Theory (DRT) [KR93℄ is presented. Presuppositions are onsidered as anaphori entities with semanti ontent. The
an elling of presuppositions (vide (1b)) is realised by binding it to its ante edent. If no
suitable ante edent is found, the presupposition is added to the ontext to provide for su h
an ante edent (vide (1a)). Van der Sandt de nes the notion of global, intermediate and
lo al a ommodation. He proposes to a ommodate a presupposition into the a essible
site of the ontext that produ es the widest possible s ope without violating onsisten y

Assumptions are never retra ted in order to make a LF derivable.
For resolving the NP the theorem in (2b), [HSAM90℄ would try to abdu tively derive 9x : theorem(x).
This ould only be properly resolved assuming (i) the rst statement (2a) has been tagged as theorem; and
(ii) it is the most salient theorem.
15
As we have seen, to properly handle the if : : : then : : : . Otherwise : : : stru ture in (2d-2e), dis ourse
stru ture is ne essary.
13
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and informativeness onstraints.
[AL98℄ argue that van der Sandts proposal to solve the proje tion problem fails short in
not taking enough pragmati information into a ount. His a ommodation strategy ould
be more onstrained by making use of domain knowledge and by taking rhetori al relations
| how does a senten e rhetori ally relate to prior dis ourse | into a ount. Asher
and Las arides aim to properly handle presuppositions within their SDRT framework
(a onsiderable extension of DRT o ering more stru ture) [Ash93℄. They argue that
their SDRT dis ourse update me hanism allows to e e tively interfa e semanti s with
pragmati s. The dis ourse update pro edure onsists of relating a senten e to its prior
dis ourse (not just adding it). To ompute su h rhetori al relations (e.g., ba kground,
narration, elaboration), Asher and Las arides make use of domain knowledge and their
DICE inferen e engine [LA91, AL98℄.

Our approa h. Our point of departure for interpreting mathemati al dis ourse has

been DRT [KR93℄. However, the parti ular text genre made it inevitable to extend DRT
for mathemati al dis ourse.16 Some of the extensions went into the dire tion of Asher and
Las arides' SDRT, for example, the introdu tion of abstra t dis ourse entities that allow
to give a more stru tured representation of dis ourse. The result of all our extensions are
proof representation stru tures.
Also, it be ame lear from the very beginning that DRT's dis ourse update me hanism, set union of dis ourse referents and onditions, does not apture the omplexity of
mathemati al dis ourse. In line with Asher and Las arides, we argue that a de ning part
of dis ourse interpretation must be to determine how a new senten e relates to prior disourse. This ne essities to ompute a dis ourse relation between them. For mathemati al
dis ourse, before omputing logi al onsequen e relations, its stru ture must be determined. This important task is arried out by the proof planning engine. The appli ation
of proof methods enables us to divide the dis ourse into di erent segments, ea h of whi h
ontributes in redu ing a proof obligation. Logi al onsequen e must only be established
between senten es within a segment.

Proof Presentation a la Lamport. In [Lam93℄, Lamport proposes a method

for writing proofs. Writing proofs in his proposed hierar hi al stru ture, a ording to
Lamport, \makes it mu h harder to prove things that are not true". The Lamport-style
proof presentation onsists of three parts: (i) a theorem statement, (ii) a proof outline,
the proof sket h, and (iii) a highly stru tured proof of the theorem. Lamport's proof
presentation provides a numbering s heme, indentation, and a notion of a essibility.
This allows the reader to go through the proof at di erent levels, where ea h new proof
level provides a new level of detail and formal rigour. Dependen ies between mathemati al
arguments an easily be identi ed.
However, Lamport does not give any formal de nition of his proof presentation style.
Looking at his examples, the language he uses in the proof sket h part does not di er from
the stylised language used in textbook proofs. The synta ti onstru tions in the proof
part are (i) short (they mostly result into logi al forms that are atomi formulae); and (ii)
do not ontain any ompli ated referential expressions (e.g., \by the de nition of", \the
lemma"). In [Lam93℄, Lamport laims that \the proof style I advo ate is a re nement of
one, alled natural dedu tion...". However, in his proofs there are no expli it referen es to
any of the rules of a natural dedu tion al uli (although one an easily identify some of
them). That is, steps are only justi ed by other steps without iting the inferen e rules
being involved in the reasoning. For similar riti ism, see [RT96℄.
16

A sele tion of linguisti phenomena in mathemati al dis ourse is dis ussed in [Zin99a, Zin99b℄.
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The Nature of Mathemati al Dis ourse and Proof Planning. Mathemati al dis ourse is di erent from other text genres. It has several advantages. First of
all, mathemati al dis ourse is a highly stru tured form of dis ourse. This is be ause (i)
the domain of dis ourse is highly stru tured (a beautifully spinned web of mathemati al
truths); and (ii) proof methods/plans, en oding onversational prin iples, govern the uses
of arguments in mathemati al dis ourse. Given dis ourse stru ture, there is only one
rhetori al dis ourse relation, logi al onsequen e. Its omputation involves mathematial reasoning that is monotoni and goal-oriented, thus onstraining the sear h spa e of
possible inferen es.
Proof plans are an enabling te hnology for generating high-level proofs. The te hnique
of proof planning has been invented by [Bun88℄. This requires the analysis of families of
related proofs, the identi ation of ommon patterns in them ( alled proof plans) and
the use of these proof plans to guide future proofs from the same family. Proof planning
has been implemented in the Oyster/Clam/XBarna le system [BvHHS90, LD97℄.
Clam builds a proof plan ustomised to the urrent onje ture and then uses this plan
to instru t the theorem prover, oyster, how to prove the theorem. All the sear h is
ondu ted during proof planning; the exe ution of the proof plan requires no sear h.

5

Con lusion

An essential part of text understanding is to make expli it the impli it parts of dis ourse,
its presuppositions and impli ations. For mathemati al dis ourse, we showed that it
is even impossible to understand the expli itly asserted ontext without being able to
ompute the non-asserted impli it parts of dis ourse. A reader, human or ma hine, must
be able to \read between the lines".
In this paper, we des ribed our system for understanding informal mathemati al disourse. For representing mathemati al dis ourse, we introdu ed proof representation
stru tures as the entral data stru ture. For onstru ting PRSs, we proposed a disourse update algorithm that is powered by pragmati s. A proof planner in orporates an
underspe i ed semanti representation into the proof ontext by making use of mathemati al and meta-mathemati al knowledge. We argued that proof plans ( apturing ommon
patterns of reasoning in mathemati al proofs) enable us to gain a high level dis ourse
understanding allowing us to follow the proof author's argumentation line. A high-level
dis ourse understanding is a prerequisite for omputing the parts \between the lines". As
we demonstrated, mu h inferen e is required to ompute this impli it information.
This paper ontains (more or less expli it) the idea to view dis ourse understanding
in terms of dis ourse formalisation; in the sense of rendering exa t and expli it vague
English statements uttered in some ontext. This is a sensible approa h for mathemati al
dis ourse be ause, in prin iple, mathemati s is redu ible to axiomati set theory: any
mathemati al proof an be translated into a formal proof within this formal system. It
is worth asking if dis ourse interpretation as dis ourse formalisation arries over to other
text genres.
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